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TEN

Objectives and Challenges 

Past, Present, and Future of Collecting Chinese  

Antiquities in the Royal Ontario Museum

C h e n  S h e n

$e history of Western collecting of Chinese art dates back more than a hundred years, 

and recently more and more museums have begun to collect Chinese art in order to 

engage in diversi%ed communities. Needless to say, collecting Chinese antiquities poses 

more challenges today than it did a century ago. In this chapter, I use the Royal Ontario 

Museum (ROM) as a case study to examine the changing a&itudes toward this century-

long practice of collecting Chinese antiquities.1 $e study illustrates that the objectives 

for collecting have shi*ed over time as a result of the changing historical context during 

which the antiquities were acquired.

 As both a %eld archaeologist and a museum curator, I identify and discuss current 

problems and challenges within Western museums’ collecting of Chinese antiquities 

based on my own experiences. My study will not be able to provide any solutions to the 

problems in dealing with unprovenanced Chinese antiquities that museums argue, for 

various reasons, to acquire, but my experience may contribute to consolidating our col-

lective e/orts to keep our museums clean of illicit artifacts.

Chinese Collection at the Royal Ontario Museum

$e ROM (%g. 10.1) is the largest museum in Canada, with a collection of nearly six mil-

lion objects, including both natural science specimens and antiquities of the world’s cul-

tures and historical periods. $e latest expansion project, the Michael Lee-Chin Crystal, 

was completed in 2007. $e museum now boasts about thirty newly renovated galleries, 

Detail: Artifact assemblage from album 20, 

page 15, of the George Cro*s Albums in the 

Royal Ontario Museum.
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of which %ve are for Chinese arts. In addition, there is one gallery devoted to Japanese 

art and another to Korean art. $e recently restored Bishop White Gallery of Chinese 

Temple Art displays three iconic temple wall murals from Shanxi Province dating back 

to the thirteenth century, along with two dozen Buddhist sculptures. $e focus of the 

new Ma&hews Family Court of Chinese Sculpture is on a collection of ceramic, stone, 

wood, and iron sculptures of ancient China, some of which had been in storage and not 

viewed by the public for more than half a century. Another new gallery devoted to Chi-

nese architecture was created to feature the ROM’s large Ming tomb, a replica of part of 

a Chinese imperial palace, Han tombs, and an impressive display of artworks related to 

ancient buildings. $ese pieces represent one of the largest collections of Chinese archi-

tectural artifacts outside China. $e Herman Herzog Levy Gallery of Asian art, created 

in 2003, showcases mostly two-dimensional artwork, such as paintings, calligraphy, tex-

tiles, and historic photographs, rotating the pieces on display in six-month cycles.

 $e center of the ROM’s Chinese display is, of course, the Joey and Toby Tanenbaum 

Gallery of China, formerly the T. T. Tsui Gallery. $e gallery displays a collection of 

more than 2,500 masterpieces from the ROM collections, illustrating 10,000 years of 

Chinese history. $ese displays were carefully selected from our collection of 35,000 

objects, and include many new acquisitions.

 $e ROM’s East Asian collection exceeds 50,000 objects, of which the greater part 

was fairly well established by 1960. Besides many %rst-rate artworks, the ROM’s Chinese 

collection is characterized by its wide range of categories, representing one of the most 

comprehensive and diversi%ed art collections outside China. $is collection serves as 

figure 10.1. View of the Royal Ontario 

Museum in 2010. All photographs courtesy of 

the Royal Ontario Museum, except as noted.
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an important source of materials for the study of Chinese archaeology and art history, 

not only because of the aesthetic status of the objects, but also because of the academic 

signi%cance of the pieces. $e formation of the ROM’s collection can be a&ributed %rst 

and foremost to the vision and dedication of  Dr. Charles Trick Currelly, the founding 

director of the Royal Ontario Museum of Archaeology.2 It was only through his charm-

ing friendship, enthusiasm, and academic knowledge of collecting antiquities of ancient 

civilizations, coupled with his boundless energy in seeking funding for new acquisi-

tions, that people like George Cro*s and Bishop White were inspired during the %rst 

half of the last century to help build a world-class Chinese collection for Canada.

Dr. Charles Trick Currelly (1876–1957)

Currelly’s personal interest was in Egyptian archaeology, and he participated in %eld-

work in Egypt and the Middle East (%g. 10.2). He worked with the renowned Egyptolo-

gist and archaeologist W. M. Flinders Petrie (1853–1942), who later became the Ph.D. 

thesis supervisor of the pioneering Chinese archaeologist Dr. Xia Nai (1910–1985).3 

Currelly’s personal %eld expeditions produced one of the best and largest collections 

of Egyptian objects in the world. Currelly was also among the %rst to recognize that 

China’s ancient civilization was as important as the ancient Egyptian civilization.

figure 10.2b. Currelly during early %eldwork 

in Egypt.

figure 10.2a. Dr. Charles Trick Currelly 

(1876–1957).



figure 10.3. Hu vessel. Han Dynasty (206 

bce–226 ce). Green-glazed earthenware, 10 

× 7⅞ in. (25.4 × 19.9 cm). Sir Edmund Walker 

Collection, 918.17.83.

 $e %rst Chinese antiquities in the ROM’s collection were two pieces of green-glazed 

Han po&ery that Currelly collected in Cairo during his trip to Egypt in 1907 (%g. 10.3). 

According to his own account, the pieces were bought %rst by a friend of his, a man 

named Hornblower, who discovered the pair in a show window at a local merchant.4 

$e shop owner had brought them from China himself. From then on, Currelly began 

buying Chinese art from S. M. Franck and Company, a well-known Oriental art dealer 

in London, where Currelly was known as a “big buyer.”5
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 During the following years, before the agreement on building the Royal Ontario Mu-

seum was reached by the provincial government and the University of Toronto in 1912, 

the Chinese collections were mainly \own in from London markets. When the ROM 

%rst opened to the public on March 19, 1914, the museum already had a respectable 

collection of Chinese antiquities. $ese acquisitions were made possible by %nancial 

backing from Sir (Byron) Edmund Walker (1848–1924), then president of the Canadian 

Bank of Commerce (today’s CIBC, one of the %ve major banks in Canada). Walker, later 

chairman of the museum’s board of trustees, gave Currelly tremendous support. When-

ever Currelly saw an object that he considered a %ne piece and suitable for the museum, 

Walker used any means possible to ensure that Currelly had the money available to 

make the purchase.

 Among those early enthusiastic museum patrons was Mrs. H. D. Warren. In the sum-

mer of 1914, Sarah Warren was part of a group of museum patrons whom Currelly took 

to London. $eir mission was to make another big acquisition. A year before their trip, 

a color-glazed ceramic Luohan (W.-G., Lohan; Skt., Arhat) sculpture had been acquired 

by the British Museum through S. M. Franck. $is beautiful eleventh-century Liao-

dynasty Buddhist %gure (%g. 10.4b) was of considerable interest to Currelly, who had 

heard that it was one of only a few such sculptures coming out of China. When Mrs. 

Warren was taken to see another Luohan (%g. 10.4a) that had just arrived in London, she 

had no hesitation in purchasing it for the new ROM.6 Currelly prepared for this acquisi-

tion so well that he even brought with him a professional photographer to take a color 

figure 10.4a. $e Luohan statue (Liao 

dynasty, 11th century) purchased in London 

in 1914 by Mrs. H. D. Warren for the Royal 

Ontario Museum.

figure 10.4b. $e similar Luohan in the 

British Museum, London. Courtesy of the 

British Museum. © Trustees of the British 

Museum.
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photograph of it to be made into a postcard for promotional purposes. No one knew it 

at the time, but this purchase would set a new course for the ROM’s collecting history, 

a history that would include museum builders such as George Cro*s, Bishop William 

Charles White, and James Mellon Menzies, to name just a few.

George Cro's (1871–1925)

Born into an Irish family in England, Cro*s (%g. 10.5) started his successful trading com-

pany in Tianjin in 1896, when he also started what would become his habit of collecting 

Chinese antiquities for export. Early in 1918, on his way to China from London, Cro*s 

made a stop in Toronto. He stayed at the King Edward Hotel, where he discovered the 

promotional postcard Currelly had made. Cro*s recognized the ROM’s Luohan sculp-

ture as one that he had once owned. With only a few hours before he had to catch his 

train to continue his long journey, he went to the museum to see the piece and any oth-

ers in the ROM’s collection. It just happened that Currelly was in the gallery with the 

president of the University of Manitoba when Cro*s introduced himself. But because 

Currelly was engaged with the university president, the two men merely exchanged a 

simple greeting.

 Later that day, Currelly called all the major hotels, locating Cro*s just as he was about 

to check out. $e two men had a very brief meeting in Cro*s’s hotel room, where Cro*s 

showed Currelly a few photos of his current possessions. $ese objects were, in Cur-

relly’s own words, “the %nest collection of  Tang objects I had ever seen.”7 When Currelly 

realized that the price Cro*s was asking for the pieces in the photographs was only one-

%*h what it would cost the ROM if they were to purchase similar objects in London, he 

said to Cro*s: “Let me have the photographs. I’m not allowed to run into debt for the 

museum, but I’ll tear the money out of Toronto in ten-cent pieces before we let such a 

chance slip.”8

 A*er this brief meeting, Cro*s had to catch the train to California. On January 23, 

1918, in a le&er from San Francisco, Cro*s wrote: “May I place on record the fact that 

your Lohan %gure was originally made in China. Your wonderful collection of porce-

lains passed through my hands to Messrs. Franck & Co. London, likewise your velvets, 

embroideries, screens, and almost the whole of your exhibits from London came from 

myself. I feel therefore, I can take interest in your Museum and that it should be possible 

to arrange business in the near future.”9 Barbara Stephen, a curator of the Far East De-

partment, noted that Cro*s was likely unhappy with London art markets and ready to 

do business directly with this emerging museum in Canada.10

 $erea*er the friendship between Currelly and Cro*s resulted in Chinese antiqui-

ties \ooding into Toronto at a level beyond Currelly’s anticipation. As a direct result, 

Currelly was forced to run the museum into debt from time to time. He never hesitated 

figure 10.5a. George Cro*s (1871–1925).
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to approach people such as Sir Edmund Walker and Mrs. Warren for %nancial support, 

receiving enthusiastic responses from them most of the time.

 In his Tianjin warehouse, Cro*s always carefully arranged to photograph the artifacts 

before packing and shipping them out of China. In 1921, four years before his death, 

he entrusted to the museum all his company’s photographs relating to his Chinese art 

transactions. Today, in our archive, we have twenty-one precious original George Cro*s 

Albums, now all becoming accessioned objects, which contain 962 photographs of ar-

tifact assemblages ranging from a single large object to a group of three dozen or more 

(%g. 10.6). Documents such as these, which clearly record the original conditions and as-

sembled groups, are very rare. Most of these objects are now in our collection, but some 

can be found in other major museums around the world.

 In 1922 Currelly and Walker arranged for Cro*s to receive an honorary degree from 

the University of Toronto. $is was done to praise Cro*s for his contributions to the 

Toronto museum because it was deemed “the highest honour that there is, now that 

figure 10.5b. Cro*s’s fur warehouse in 

Tianjin in the early 1920s.
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figure 10.6. Artifact assemblage from album 

20, page 15, of the George Cro*s Albums in 

the Royal Ontario Museum.
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knighthoods are done away with.”11 $is gi*—along with the establishment of the 

George Cro*s Collection, which provides a credit line for every object acquired through 

him—shows the respect bestowed upon Cro*s by the cultural dignitaries of Toronto.12

Bishop William Charles White (1873–1960)

When he %rst met Currelly in 1924, Bishop William Charles White (%g. 10.7) had already 

been in China for twenty-eight years as a missionary. It is said that White came to the 

ROM with a Chinese painting under his arm.13 His knowledge of Chinese history, as 

well as of the antiquity market in China, won Currelly’s trust and admiration. $e tim-

ing of their meeting was fortuitous, because Cro*s’s business had run into bankruptcy 

as a result of the dock service strike in London that same year. $e following year, when 

Cro*s died suddenly of a great illness, White assumed his place and became the ROM 

agent.

 White had immigrated to Canada from England with his family in early childhood, 

was educated at Wycli/e College of the University of Toronto, and later decided to de-

vote his life to missionary work in China. In 1910 he became the Anglican bishop of 

Honan (Henan) Province and resided in Kaifeng. By then he had already fallen in love 

with the history being unearthed in the region. According to his biographer, Lewis C. 

Walmsley, between 1924 and 1934 White entered a “new career and profession” as a 

dedicated Chinese art collector for the ROM, something he apparently considered as 

important as his service to God.14

 Like Cro*s, White was proactive in seizing any once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for 

collecting. In 1925 alone, the %rst year White started collecting for the ROM, he sent 

to Toronto eight shipments totaling about 300 objects. According to Walmsley, “$e 

objects varied in size from tiny decorations and small brackets to massive tomb tiles.”15 

$e ROM records of White’s shipping lists during this decade document seventy-four 

shipments from Kaifeng, and the database records more than 8,000 objects with sources 

associated with the Bishop White Collection. $e rapid pace of White’s collecting at 

one point worried Currelly, who told him to stop; White, however, didn’t stop at all, be-

cause he knew the objects he collected would be of great research and educational value 

for the museum.

 Inspired by Currelly, White would do anything he could to %nd items on Currelly’s 

wish list for the ROM. For example, when Currelly discovered that a Zhou-dynasty 

bronze helmet at the Metropolitan Museum of Art had extraordinary research and ex-

hibit value, he pushed White hard to get one like it. A*er more than a year, White sent 

a telegram exclaiming, “Eureka! We have found the helmet.”16 Telegrams like this were 

frequently exchanged between the two friends.

 White’s collection greatly complemented what the ROM had acquired from Cro*s, 

who had focused on collecting ceramic tomb %gurines, beautiful porcelains, sculptures, 

textiles, and paintings, ranging from the Han to the Qing dynasty. Taking advantage of 

figure 10.7. Bishop William Charles White 

(1873–1960).
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being posted to Kaifeng, White developed close relationships with local dealers and fo-

cused on collecting bronzes and jades unearthed from pre-Han occupations at Anyang 

and Luoyang. White had his own local agents, who gave him %rst pick of their wares 

before sending any antiquities to Beijing (then Peking) art markets. White asked his 

agents about the sources, and he kept detailed notes. However, as most of the artifacts 

were looted from tombs or other unlawful discoveries, the information given by local 

dealers may not have been correct. As a result, data surrounding object provenances 

listed in White’s catalogues cannot always be trusted. Nevertheless, the source of the 

information is clearly valuable today, and thus worth a great deal of further research.

 Bishop White’s career as the ROM’s collector ended in 1934, due to rapid changes 

in the political situation in China. Speci%cally, in 1930 the Nationalist government of 

China passed the %rst Law of  National Antiquity Protection. $e following year, the law 

was put into practice, which reduced the large numbers of antiquities being exported 

out of China.17 Apparently the great period for collecting and exporting had come to an 

end.

 In 1934 White returned to Toronto and to a large collection of antiquities from Cro*s 

and himself already in place at the ROM. White’s passion for China’s ancient cultures 

was further endorsed by his new positions as the %rst chair of the School of Chinese 

Studies (now the Department of East Asian Studies) at the University of Toronto, and 

as the %rst keeper of the Far East Department of the Royal Ontario Museum, which was 

then part of the university. He devoted his knowledge to teaching and lecturing, and 

in\uenced a large group of museum lovers who became solid supporters and friends 

of  Far Eastern arts at the ROM.

James Mellon Menzies (1885–1957)

It has to be admi&ed that Bishop White was not as serious a scholar as James M. Men-

zies (%g. 10.8), who provided White with a great deal of academic advice during his 

collecting in Henan.18 Menzies, born in Clinton, Ontario, and a University of Toronto 

graduate, became a Presbyterian missionary and began serving in Henan Province in 

1910. Except for military service in France in 1917–20, he remained in Henan until 1936, 

when he returned to Toronto. During his missionary term he resided in Anyang, then 

called Zhangde. While he was there, the evidence for Shang history was veri%ed by the 

discovery of inscribed oracle bones at Anyang, a ruin of the late Shang-dynasty capital 

(14th–11th c. bce). Menzies quickly became fascinated with the discovery and devoted 

the rest of his life to the study of Chinese oracle bones and bronze weapons.

 Menzies started collecting as early as in 1914. He became a&ached to the newly de-

veloped Chinese archaeology and visited archaeological sites as much as possible. Dur-

ing his %eld trips he collected archaeological materials from the surface—mostly frag-

mentary po&ery, stone, and bronze pieces that have now become unique features in the 
figure 10.8. James Mellon Menzies 

(1885–1957).
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ROM’s collection. His collecting focus was on oracle bones, and he published his %rst 

book on these objects in 1917,19 making him the %rst Western scholar to study this mate-

rial. His oracle bone collection is the best-known collection outside China.

 By the time he returned to Toronto in 1936, Menzies had a collection of archaeologi-

cal material totaling more than 50,000 artifacts, all of which he intentionally le* behind 

in China, packed and hidden away to survive the wars. Before Menzies le* China, he was 

a professor teaching Chinese history in Jinan at Qi-Lu (Cheeloo) University, today part 

of Shandong University. He always wished to go back to China to continue his teaching 

and research on his collection, but for various reasons regre&ably never entered China 

again. Most of the surviving collection—more than 30,000 objects—is now housed at 

the Shandong Provincial Museum, and small portions of the rest of the pieces are at the 

Nanjing Museum, the Palace Museum, and Shandong University.20

 Menzies was in Toronto from 1936 to 1941. Dong Linfu, in his recent biography, de-

scribed this period as Menzies’s “frustrating exile.”21 During this time he studied for his 

doctorate at the University of Toronto and worked as curatorial assistant at the Royal 

Ontario Museum, both under the supervision of Bishop White. He came to the ROM 

in hopes of further studying the Chinese collection, most of which he knew came from 

Anyang through White. Both Currelly and White respected his competence in accu-

rately cataloguing the Bronze Age collection. Under the severe control of White, who 

had a di�cult personality, Menzies su/ered from the loss of his academic freedom and 

felt White was treating him as a servant. He le* Toronto in disappointment a*er obtain-

ing his Ph.D. Two recent biographies by Chinese scholars, Dong Linfu’s Cross Culture 

and Faith and Fang Hui’s Mingyishi he ta de cang pin (Menzies and his collections), have 

rea�rmed Menzies’s contribution to the study of early China by reviewing his collec-

tions and personal academic endeavors.

 In 1947, without Menzies’s knowledge, a shipment of six crates from Tianjin arrived in 

Toronto. $ese were the last of his collection that he had packed before the war and hid-

den in an a&ic belonging to a missionary colleague. $inking these were Menzies’s per-

sonal belongings, his colleague sent the crates to the United Church of Canada, Board 

of Overseas Missions, which had completely shut down their operations in China at the 

time. $e crates remained in Toronto storages, because even in the 1950s Menzies still 

hoped he would one day return to China to study and take the crates with him. A*er 

his death in 1957, the ROM o/ered to purchase the contents from the Menzies family, 

but instead the family decided to donate the entire collection of about 6,000 objects, 

of which more than 5,000 are oracle bone fragments, to the museum. $is is the larg-

est single gi* in the history of the Chinese collection. Upon the receipt of this gi*, the 

ROM agreed to provide $40,000 to fund a visiting scholar from Taiwan—James Hsu, 

who later became a curator at the ROM—to study the Menzies oracle bone collection 

and publish a catalogue of it, along with his Ph.D. dissertation on the material.

 By 1960, then, the ROM’s Chinese antiquities collection had grown to more than 

35,000 objects, making it one of the largest Chinese art collections outside China. What 
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made the ROM collection unique was that the objects came to the museum through the 

hands of collectors who understood exactly the quality of artifacts needed both to do 

research at a premier museum and to educate the Western world about what was then 

an unfamiliar ancient civilization. $is vision was shared and inspired by Currelly, as 

demonstrated in a le&er he wrote to Cro*s in 1918:

Doubtless you know the whole %eld, and you are thereby in a be&er position than 

anyone else to choose pieces that will be of the greatest value to us not from the artistic 

side only but from the historical side of what these %gures represented, where I could 

quite understand a broken one giving information of the greatest importance.22

 $e James Menzies Collection further demonstrates the philosophy behind the Chi-

nese collection at the ROM. Evaluating the collection in the early 1960s, Frank Caro, a 

leading dealer in Chinese art, said, “$e material is only study material and a great per-

centage of it is not marketable . . . but for any serious student, they are most valuable.”23 

On another occasion a decade later, Caro added, “In my opinion, it is one of the best 

[collections] concerning archaeology.”24 $e collection, along with recent archaeologi-

cal %ndings, still requires more detailed study. To enhance this kind of research program 

at the ROM, the Menzies family recently generously pledged half a million Canadian 

dollars to establish an endowment for the James Menzies Research Fund for Early Chi-

nese Study.

Recent Acquisitions

History gave the ROM an opportunity for collecting Chinese antiquities directly from 

China during a period of social instability there, but the opportunities that Cro*s, 

White, and Menzies experienced are a thing of the past. Between 1950 and 1980, when 

China was closed to the Western world, the collecting of Chinese artifacts by Western 

museums slowed to occasional gi*s, small or large, from individual families who owned 

antiques exported out of China in the %rst half of the century. At the ROM, friends of 

the Far East Department continued to support the Chinese collection with gi*s and be-

quests, such as those from Louise H. Stone, Major James E. Hahn, and Herman H. Levy.

 A remarkable collector, who recently contributed a large acquisition to the ROM, 

was Dr. Herman Herzog Levy (1902–1990), a devoted art lover and scholarly connois-

seur from Toronto. In the 1970s Levy became a&ached to the ROM as a result of his 

a/ection for sixteenth- through eighteenth-century European silverware, though his 

fondness quickly switched to Chinese ceramics. Levy was a longtime supporter of  Far 

Eastern Art at the ROM, and was an intelligent, self-taught collector who built a sub-

stantial Chinese ceramic collection on his own. He won the admiration of our curators 

for his knowledge and enthusiasm. Upon his death in 1990, Levy le* a fund of more 

than 15 million Canadian dollars plus interest to the Far East collection. $is generous 

bequest resulted in the acquisition of more than three hundred pieces.
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 Louise H. Stone’s involvement with the museum began with her desire to learn more 

about world cultures. In her youth she traveled the world and was amazed at the diverse 

human cultures and their history. She married a U.S. banker, a member of the wealthy 

Higgins family, and became %nancially secure. While living in New York, she was %rst 

involved in museum fund-raising through the elder Mrs. Higgins, who was a donor and 

fund-raiser. A*er her husband’s death in 1939, Stone, then only thirty-%ve, returned to 

her home in Toronto and enrolled at the University of Toronto, studying Far Eastern 

history and culture. Bishop White became her supervisor and mentor, and that experi-

ence strongly in\uenced the rest of her life, as well as the life of the ROM collection. 

She said once, “I became very jealous of the wonderful endowments that the American 

museums have and we didn’t seem to have any, . . . so I thought if I ever was back here I 

would certainly try to do something about it.”25

 Louise Stone gave her %rst artifact to the museum in 1946, and over the next half 

century she donated nearly three thousand items to the ROM’s collection. Her contri-

butions to the museum go beyond the gi* of artwork, for her legacy includes programs 

and education. A*er Bishop White’s death in 1960, Louise Stone founded the Bishop 

White Commi&ee, which is still an in\uential body today, supporting East Asian art re-

search and collections both %nancially and spiritually. In 1996 the commi&ee endorsed 

two curatorship positions: the Louise H. Stone Chair, and the Bishop White Curator-

ship (now Chair). And in 1997, when she passed away at the age of ninety-three, Louise 

Stone le* 45 million Canadian dollars to the ROM for acquisitions and publications, 

becoming the largest single benefactor in ROM history. $e size of the annual %nancial 

endowment allows this bequest to extend beyond the Far East arts to all %elds of ROM 

research and collection.

Problems and Challenges

Bequests and trust funds like these have given the ROM secured funding for acquisi-

tions that were not possible previously, which no doubt enhances the quality of our col-

lection in general and strengthens research areas in particular. However, these acquisi-

tions also raise questions about how museums can ensure that artifacts being collected 

come with clear provenance documentation, and how museum curators are responsible 

for conducting due diligence in response to these acquisitions.

 ROM curators, processing acquisitions made from the Levy bequest, did their best 

to ensure that the artworks o/ered for purchase had already been in the owners’ posses-

sion outside China before 1970, the year set by the UNESCO Convention. $e ROM is 

very concerned about the provenance of the Chinese antiquities to be acquired. It is the 

%rst priority of a ROM curator to contact Chinese cultural authorities and present them 

with all available documents about the artworks. $e museum would plan to stop the 

transaction if China raised concerns or objected to the purchase of any of the artifacts 

in question. Fortunately, we have not received any negative responses from the State 
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Administration of Cultural Heritage about the ROM’s collection. In this way, if any con-

cerns are raised in the future, we have the recorded documentation and are prepared for 

an open dialogue.

 $is approach has proved to be e/ective and practical when the museum has dealt 

with similar generous gi*s of Chinese antiquities from unknown sources. For example, 

in 2000 the ROM received, without close consultation with the curators responsible 

for the collection, a large gi* of more than 300 objects of Chinese art (plus another 300 

pieces of  Near and Middle East art) from Canadian collectors and philanthropists Joey 

and Toby Tanenbaum.

 From what we understand, the Tanenbaum assemblage was actively collected in the 

1980s and 1990s, from Hong Kong art markets through a dealer based in New York. $e 

remarkable quality of this collection is unquestionable (except for those that have been 

determined to be forgeries), and it %lls important geographic and historical gaps in the 

existing collections. But the objects’ provenances are controversial. Close examination 

could determine that at least some of the objects were fresh from the ground, probably 

from archaeological sites in the $ree Gorges area, where immense salvage archaeologi-

cal projects were carried out during the late 1980s and 1990s.

 In May 2000 I \ew to Beijing with three volumes that catalogued every object on 

the Tanenbaum gi* list, totaling nearly a thousand pages of printout documents and 

photographs. In my meeting with the Cultural Heritage Tra�cking Department at the 

State Administration of Cultural Heritage, the o�cial in charge showed more apprecia-

tion for the ROM initiating communications about this acquisition than concern about 

the provenances of the objects. $e state o�cials suggested that the objects were just a 

very small portion of what seems to be the uncontrollable loss of cultural property from 

China. During our meeting, the o�cials said they have tried all possible means to stop 

the growing looting and smuggling industries, but that without legitimate evidence, the 

administration is not in a position to object to Western museums accepting gi*s such as 

these.

 In our discussion, they further implied that it would be be&er if artifacts such as these 

were accepted by a museum like the ROM, well known for its research and education 

in Chinese history and culture, than lost in private hands. While I perfectly understood 

that these voices were not an o�cial response encouraging Western museums to col-

lect provenance-questionable artifacts either in art markets or from private donors, they 

were nevertheless a clear signal that it is mutually bene%cial to establish close communi-

cations between the Chinese cultural authorities and major Western museums in deal-

ing with the chaotic tra�cking resulting from the looting of archaeological sites.

 However, acquiring an art collection like the Tanenbaum gi* does not make a mu-

seum curator or an archaeologist feel morally right. Moreover, some collectors present-

ing such gi*s to museums are clearly expecting federal tax relief in exchange for their 

“gi*,” though they also sometimes support the museum with a large %nancial donation 

for the development and renovation of the galleries. And most administrators of public 

cultural institutions would %nd it embarrassing to have to turn such a donation down.
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 Today, like many museums in the world, the ROM has adopted a clear policy of ac-

quisitions, which states: “$e ROM is satis%ed any objects to be acquired, whether by 

donation, exchange, or purchase, are not stolen or otherwise illegally acquired or col-

lected. $e acquisition of cultural property which has been in a foreign country will 

comply with the Cultural Property Export and Import Act, which incorporates the prin-

ciples and provisions of the UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and 

Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property 

(1970) into Canadian law.”26

 $is policy demonstrates that Western museums will no longer be in a position to ac-

cept Chinese art collections with questionable provenances. $e intention in adopting 

such policies worldwide has been to minimize the spread of trade in illicit antiquities. 

But clearly, even if museums do not collect questionable artifacts, the problem does not 

simply go away.

 $e foremost problem is the looting of archaeological sites, which happens every-

where and anytime, and varies only in scale. Looting is a global problem, although 

China and other developing countries su/er disproportionately.27 A*er the 1980s, China 

entered an “open-and-reform” economic development period, which proved to present 

a Pandora’s box for the looting and illicit trading of archaeological artifacts.28 Some such 

acts are done by organized criminals who regularly supply the illicit art market and who 

must be prosecuted according to the laws, whereas others may be isolated acts by people 

dreaming of wealth from trading artifacts they have found. In most cases, however, these 

acts involve the deliberate digging and destruction of archaeological sites. Reports of 

such activities are beyond imagination, and my personal experiences testify to such ter-

rible situations.

 During my 2001 %eldwork excavating a Paleolithic site in southern Shandong, a cem-

etery containing a dozen Han-dynasty brick tombs was looted during a stormy night. 

When we inspected the site the next day, it appeared to us that these burials already had 

been looted many times before that night, and clearly as random acts of individual de-

struction. With the permission of the local cultural authorities, we test-excavated one of 

the tombs, revealing a signi%cant dual-chambered Han tomb, its chambers interestingly 

built some years apart for a loving couple. However, except for a couple of wuzhu coins, 

none of the burial goods survived.

 No ma&er what kind of looting—whether accidental, casual, deliberate, or crimi-

nal—all illicit artifacts sooner or later end up in either art markets or auction houses 

through private collectors. Some of these artifacts come illegally to cities such as To-

ronto, via new immigrants from China. $ese people aggressively approach museums, 

considering them potential buyers. Some open their own antique shops or form a net-

work of associations for trading. I have observed a number of new young collectors from 

mainland China whose growing collections contain art with both research value and 

artistic quality on a par with museum collections.

 Interestingly, some owners may not be aware of the importance of some of the ar-

chaeological artifacts they are holding. As an archaeologist and a museum curator, I am 
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tortured by being unable to use public funding to purchase these collections due to the 

museum’s legal and voluntary codes; and I am heartbroken to see groups of artifacts 

with archaeological contexts disposed of separately in the markets with no way to trace 

their new destinations. Yet there doesn’t seem to be anything the ROM can do except let 

the opportunity to collect such objects slip away. $is, ironically, places contemporary 

curators of Chinese art and archaeology in a position opposite to that of Currelly, the 

%rst chief curator of archaeology and director of the ROM, who would do anything he 

could to seize an opportunity. But the reality is, a century has gone by, and the world is 

changing. So where do we go from here, and how can changes be made for the collecting 

of Chinese antiquities in the Western museum?

 A few serious scholars have analyzed Christie’s and Sotheby’s sale catalogues, as well 

as both public and private galleries’ exhibition catalogues, vis-à-vis trading in Greek, Ro-

man, and Maya artifacts over the last several decades, and they found that the majority 

of the artifacts traded have unknown sources.29 $e more serious problem is that once-

respected auction houses and dealers are involved in the trade of illicit artifacts, which 

are being washed clean and in some cases provided with false provenance documents to 

lend additional legitimacy to the sale—a practice that clearly exists in today’s art world. 

With a more open market in China, a growing number of auction houses in mainland 

China aggressively trade illicit Chinese artifacts that are imported from aboard. A*er 

the trading, these illicit artifacts, originally illegally exported from China, return to their 

current countries with legal government export seals. $ese objects now have new and 

legal identities allowing them to be traded outside China. $e question is: How can mu-

seums identify such spuriously legitimized, formerly illegal artifacts and avoid accepting 

gi*s and donations from sources like this?

 Museums are cultural institutions for collecting objects, educating the public, and 

disseminating the results of research through the use of galleries, exhibitions, teaching 

programs, and publications. $e collecting and displaying of artworks are key features 

that set museums apart from universities. $erefore, museums need to collect, and will 

collect, as long as they exist. $e question is not simply whether we should or should not 

collect Chinese art (of course, we should not collect illicit artifacts); rather, the question 

is, how should museums collect? Today, in this changing world, we must ask ourselves: 

What is our objective in collecting Chinese art?

Objectives of Collecting Chinese Art

Even during the %rst half of the twentieth century, the reasons for collecting Chinese 

art varied widely. Cro*s, who acted merely as the ROM’s agent in art deals, retained an 

unsel%sh desire to help the new museum build its needed collection of the best-quality 

pieces. From his le&ers to Currelly, we learn that Cro*s made li&le if any pro%t from the 

materials he sent to Toronto, and that it was not unusual for him to give the museum 

objects he thought it should have but could not a/ord to purchase from him.30
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 By the time White inherited the position of agent for the ROM, he had transformed 

himself from an art dealer into a scholar. White had clear goals as to the purposes for 

which he would use such a large collection: he wanted to build his reputation as a 

scholar, although he knew that this might not be possible.

 Unlike Cro*s and Bishop White, Menzies never had any intention of collecting art-

works either for museums or to sell at a pro%t, yet many of the pieces in his collection 

are of great artistic and academic value. Menzies even refused Currelly’s o/ers to buy 

his collection for the ROM several times, because he had no intention of removing the 

artifacts from China. According to his biographer Dong Linfu, “Menzies was sensitive 

to Chinese nationalism and the concerns of Chinese scholars for the preservation of 

their cultural heritage.”31 $e contrast is clear: White collected to build museum col-

lections, whereas Menzies collected primarily for personal and academic interest, like 

many other old-fashioned scholars in China.

 A*er the rise in 1949 of the new government, which prohibited the direct export of 

artworks from China, Western museums increasingly turned to acquiring Chinese art 

from private collectors. Many of these collectors had developed long-standing friendly 

relationships with the museums over the course of decades, long before they be-

queathed their private collections to the museums. $is pa&ern is exempli%ed by Levy’s 

and Stone’s collections and their bequests.

 $e past two or three decades have witnessed a change in a&itudes toward collect-

ing Chinese art. Many collectors of other ancient artwork, who are not truly passionate 

about Chinese history and culture, have seized opportunities to acquire Chinese art as 

an investment strategy or as a business venture. $ey have then tempted museums with 

their generous gi*s of artifacts or monetary donations, which o*en come with strings 

a&ached. Most museums are in such %nancial need, especially if they hope to modernize 

their facilities, that such collectors are able to build their own reputations by giving arti-

facts to the museums, despite knowing that many of their pieces were probably illicitly 

procured.

 In the past, a museum’s prestige was based, to some degree, on the size and quality of 

its collections. Today, however, a museum’s members rarely judge it on whether or not 

it has recently acquired some hundreds of artifacts. Rather, they are more interested in 

seeing what public programs it can o/er, or what the next blockbuster exhibitions will 

be, to sustain their membership.

 $at is why the ROM has implemented a new slogan: “Engage the World.” In this 

changing world, museums are acting quickly to do anything they can to a&ract museum 

membership. “Engage the World” is not just an advertising slogan but a succinct state-

ment of the ROM’s ambitions in all areas of endeavor, including collecting. It means 

that the museum will do di/erent things, or anything it can, to stay in tune with what 

new and young audiences seek and what the public expects. Today, the building of col-

lections is based on museumgoers’ desire for both knowledge and entertainment in 

their museum experiences.

 $e downside of this change is that the role of curators in collecting is not as 
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important as it was historically, as advocated by someone like Charles Trick Currelly. 

Museum curators frequently do not have the power to decide what objects to acquire 

and when to acquire them, even when they do the homework necessary to argue against 

the acquisition of illicit artifacts from the art markets. Perhaps it is time for curators to 

switch their focus from collecting artwork to collecting new information from old col-

lections in storage.

Conclusion

No doubt we will continue to discuss and debate the problems and challenges of col-

lecting Chinese art for years to come, precisely because collecting Chinese art is not 

isolated from other, more complex issues, such as the acquiring, trading, and collecting 

of illicit objects, and museums’ relationships with museum patrons, donors, private col-

lectors, and dealers. $ese issues are global, cross-cultural, moral, economic, and politi-

cally sensitive.

 As representatives of museums with major Chinese collections, curators need to 

open and maintain channels of communication with di/erent parties—museum policy 

makers, donors, private collectors, and art dealers—to build a be&er understanding of 

these issues. We must make our own concerns and requirements known, and we must 

listen to their concerns and requirements. If we want to identify the objectives for fu-

ture collecting, we need to understand what is changing in the %eld of collecting and in 

the world of collectors. It is amazing how di/erent today’s collecting activities are from 

those of the earlier collectors who inspired us to build a be&er museum collection!

Glossary

Anyang 安阳
Henan (Honan) 河南
Jinan 济南
Kaifeng 开封
Luohan (Lohan) 罗汉
Luoyang 洛阳

Qi-Lu (Cheeloo) 齐鲁
Shandong 山东
Shanxi 山西
Tianjin 天津
wuzhu (coins) 五铢
Zhangde 彰德
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Notes

1. Although I am citing and commenting on a few speci%c issues arising from our museum’s 
practices, the views expressed in this chapter should by no means be taken to re\ect the ROM’s 
position, nor those of my colleagues.

2. $e ROM was %rst built as a part of the University of Toronto; the building housed %ve 
separate museums: the Royal Ontario Museums of Archaeology, Palaeontology, Mineralogy, 
Zoology, and Geology.

3. Xia Nai studied Egyptology at University College London from 1935 to 1939 and received 
his Ph.D. a*er the war in 1946. During this time he learned and participated in Egyptian archaeo-
logical %eldwork with Sir Flinders Petrie. From 1962 to 1982 Xia Nia was director of Institute of 
Archaeology, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, and was one of the most in\uential archae-
ologists in contemporary China.

4. Currelly, I Brought the Ages Home, 174–75.
5. Ma&hews, “Right Man,” 17.
6. Stephen, introduction to Homage to Heaven, Homage to Earth, 10.
7. Currelly, I Brought the Ages Home, 243.
8. Ibid.
9. Stephen, introduction to Homage to Heaven, Homage to Earth, 10.
10. Ibid.
11. Du/y, “Triangulating the ROM,” 171.
12. Dennis Du/y, a York University historian, reviewed the accounts of this three-person rela-

tionship in his 2006 article “Triangulating the ROM.”
13. Jack, “Man on a Mission,” 31.
14. Walmsley, Bishop in Honan, 158.
15. Ibid., 145.
16. Ibid.
17. Fang Hui, Mingyishi he ta de cang pin.
18. Menzies and White knew each other as early as 1911, as a result of their similar passions in 

collecting and missionary services. Menzies was o*en consulted by White when the la&er made 
purchases for the ROM from a local dealer, for both academic appraisals and authentications. 
$rough White, Currelly was aware of the research value of Menzies’s collection.

19. Menzies, Oracle Records !om the Waste of Yin.
20. Fang Hui, Mingyishi he ta de cang pin.
21. Dong, Cross Culture and Faith, 270.
22. Stephen, introduction to Homage to Heaven, Homage to Earth, 10.
23. Dong, Cross Culture and Faith, 270.
24. Ibid.
25. Royal Ontario Museum, Louise Hawley Stone, 35.
26. ROM Collection acquisition policy can be found on the ROM website at rom.on.ca/en/

about-us/reports-policy.
27. See Brodie, Doole, and Renfrew, Trade in Illicit Antiquities; Renfrew, Loot, Legitimacy and 

Ownership; He, “Illicit Excavation in Contemporary China.”
28. See He, “Illicit Excavation in Contemporary China.”
29. Chippindale and Gill, “Material Consequences of Contemporary Classical Collecting”; 

Gilgan, “Looting and the Market for Maya Objects.”
30. Stephen, introduction to Homage to Heaven, Homage to Earth.
31. Dong, Cross Culture and Faith, 135.
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